The POETREE Trilogies
NOVOGENESIS
Quantum Cosmology

Light After 1905
Until Einstein light was sunshine
waving, warm,
but without substance;
after Einstein light is seen differently,
the dot matrix holding together consciousness
in point-of-fact matter.
Liquid light
conceives insight inside darkness,
births water outside hardness.
Myths are about faith enlightenment.
So is Einstein.
Faith, like sunshine,
is more than a smiley face.

Quantum-Electric Consciousness
The Second Enlightenment Trilogies, Novogenesis, Metagenesis, Theogenesis, speak
to the genetic continuity of the Cosmos, human consciousness, and God consciousness.
Cosmic evolution involves the electrics/ mechanics of wave/ particle emergence, divergence and convergence. Human consciousness evolves from the converged complexity
of wave/ particle dynamisms. God-consciousness evolves from the complexity consciousness of human self-reflection.
Cosmic/ human/ divine genesis is about evolution, the quantum-electric process of transformation. The “mechanics” of quantum assembly and the “electrics” of quantum sensitivity reach their highest complexity in the body/ soul of the human person.
It needs to be recognized that quantum mechanics and electricity are not separable but
evolve “of a piece”, that is, energy is matter, matter is energy; mechanics are electric,
electricity is mechanics; each reciprocates the other, energy/ electricity : matter/
mechanics.

Light-Attraction/ Attenuation
Consciousness is light in the darkness, the structuring of light and the birthing of “consciousness” within structures. Light is about newness perpetually renewing. Human
consciousness is self-reflective light in the newness of life, ever renewing, ever seeking
purpose in the consciousness of other. In Word, Light and Love, self-reflective purpose
implicates itself with all other. The oneness of allness, in communal celebration, is divine
awareness, what is the Phenomenon of God in the “phenomenon of man”.
Life attracts light. Lesser light draws on (attenuates) greater light, even at risk of being
burned. Intelligence is naturally drawn to truth, to higher states of consciousness, but
institutional self-interest gets in the way of light, yet it can never suffocate the light.
Throughout history light has been and continues to be obstructed by selfish interest. The
rubble of deconstructed light is deep and suffocating but fresh insights are now fanning
buried coals and kindling consciousness; light is shining in the darkness again.
These times call for rebirth, for the renewal yet again of Wisdom’s Light.

Forward [From First Book “Word Beginnings”]
“The galaxies in space are yin-yang yo-yos spinning their cycles of darkness and light.
Earth is a mini yo-yo in the solar system, in the Milky Way Galaxy; spinning in cycles of
darkness and light. Earth-life pulses through transformational cycles. In the circadian
cycles, we, individually, work through darkness toward the mysteries of Light…
…“The fluidity underwriting my consciousness is a common pool of reflectivity, of
insights that remain changeably open and that qualify the ever-greening foliage of the
"lifework poetree". The inspirational power of this fluent coherency is commonly called
"spirituality". In spheres of quantum relativity, what is spirituality? Spirituality is quantumelectric consciousness, subtly distributed and expressed in/ by substantive complexes;
spirituality is a coherency of awareness (wave-field communication) orchestrating the
greater and lesser complexities of cosmic substance, of cosmic spheres. The coherency
of quantum complexity obeys the quantum-energy laws of cosmic relationships, E=MC².
“Spirituality is also a complexity potential that is, a wave-field capacity for growing in selfreflective awareness. Inter/ inner connectivity and activity within wave-field complexities
engage quantum potentials and conspire to ever greater awareness. Lesser complexity
experiences the coherency of reflexivity while higher complexity, cortically processing in
brain complexes, experiences self-reflectivity. The ever compelling invitation of personal
authenticity is to come to ever higher self-reflectivity. The dialogue of "becoming" is the
process of word, of reason, of communication/ consciousness/ conscience.
“The Process of Word is the Process of Wisdom—the experiential harmonizing of
knowledge. Knowledge is like the snakeskin. Knowledge that is too dated, that no longer
fits reality, must be sloughed off to make room for new skin that fits. The fix of mind in
beliefs that no longer hold true imprisons the spirit in skin that doesn't fit. This is the
frustration of out-dated, institutional dogma, a too practiced religious frustration.

“Christian faith is ensconced on layers of fideistic fixations. Knowledge, faith’s grounding,
is experience-acquired learning, process spirituality coming to truth, to wisdom, which is
the lifework of Age and Grace. Coming to Wisdom and Truth is and always will be a
journey of personal enlightenment. The role of community in this personal journey is to
illuminate, not to obfuscate the conscience of the individual person. Faith/ hope/ love,
Trimorphic Resonance, is the "hypostatic" processing of Eden's Poetry consciousness.
Network life is the expanding light-weave of Eden's Earth/ Heaven Poetree.
“Society-wide, this generation is restrained with too much dead and obfuscating skin; the
time is overdue for us to shed skin that no longer fits the realities of new knowledge. Be
not afraid of the new. Be open to a new genesis reading of Natural Scripture.
“The saying has it that "the rising tide lifts all ships". The uplifted sense of self raises for
all the prospect of personal/social wellbeing. May your uplifted sense of personal self
add to the tide-swell of conscionable wellbeing, for conscionable wellbeing holds the real
promise for new genesis of faith, hope and love—and from these, an ever revitalized and
revitalizing people—a new and civil Country/ City of God.

METAGENESIS
Quantum Philosophy
WISDOM IS AN EYE FOR TRUTH
“The mind of human substance must ever probe the Cosmic Mind essentially enjoining
it. No matter how deeply conscious substance plumbs the self of cosmic consciousness;
its Original Agency is beyond apprehending. Our own person is the heart of mystery!
The personal agency of soul/ substance is the investigator and the investigated; notwithstanding the distance between Ultimate Knowledge and self-consciousness, informed
self-understanding is purposeful to self-edification and rightly directed consciousness.
The continuity of transformation and of personal authenticity persist in relentless pursuit
of the Grail Quest.
“Each person is an original mystery remembered in the transformational links of cosmic
soul/ substance and transmitted in/ across space-time. Because the personal experience
of human soul/ substance is subjective and personal, and incomplete, the understanding
of spiritual agency (antiquity's gods) comes in subjective and incomplete terms. GrecoRoman consciousness, for example, exemplifies spiritual agency in the multiple persons
of the Nine Muses; these agencies of consciousness ante-date Christianity's Angels.
“Christianity still defers to Nine Choirs of Angels who mediate in Earth-persons Heavenconsciousness. Nevertheless, incompleteness, ignorance and misdirection continue to
misinform. Ignorance and misdirection in the matter of human sexuality, for example, still
alienate men and women in their "religious" identity. Today's better informed consciousness of female/ male mutuality objects to the patriarchal animus exercised from ancient
times against woman's "priestly" authenticity, and the belief in extra-human messengers
outside the cosmic continuity of soul/ substance.

“While Angel-Musing attempts to explain neural complexity, cosmic inherency/
coherency remains the soul and substance of human personality joining spirituality and
materiality. What is sobering to realize is that, broadly speaking, children are the
proclamation of their parents, for, "for better or for worse", in the formative molds of
nature/ nurture children become their parents.

Forward [From the Fourth Book “Becoming Consciousness”]
“A daunting task for Christianity is to update its "metaphysics" on the established bases
of cumulative science. Christian metaphysics still anchors in the assumptions of the
scholasticism formalized by Thomas Aquinas. Modern knowledge of the origins and
nature of human being/ becoming is now a world apart from the assumptions of
perennial scholasticism, and except nature factually informs human consciousness on
knowledge bases of cumulatively acquired understandings, present day consciousness
will continue to cling to the barren grounds of habituated misinformation…
“Modern consciousness of human “being,” as being, is based on quantum relationships
that started in cosmic point-density expansion (big bang) and derives from incidences of
essential cosmic continuity, which are the complexity of all the present day subjectivities/
objectivities making up the universe. The cosmic whole of subjectivities and objectivities
is, at any point in time, the time/ space continuum of single-source energies amassed in
the tensioned symmetries of molecules, atoms and subatomic particles in process of
transformational exchanges sharing electrical potentials (positive/ negative valencies)….
“Transformational creation, at any point in space/ time, is orchestrated by wave-field
amplification and diversification. Human life, all Earth-life, is a harmonized coherency
powered by the energetic interactivities of wave-field overlap. The lap of Mother Nature
nurtures all interdependencies, enfolds all her children; but more, nature's convergence
of harmonies is a bonding more enduring than peer conflicts. As peers in equal standing
before nature, embraced by the gravitations of cosmic harmony, we are called to find our
bliss in the conduct of nature's symphonic nurture and there to find the full realization of
personal potential. When we come to the fullness of personal potential, the orchestration
of all network life is graced, a grace that is transcendent in character.
“Today's cumulative wisdom builds on the cosmology of Copernicus and Galileo, the
physics of Heisenberg and Einstein, and unified mind/ body metaphysics advanced by
Giordano Bruno and modern neuroscience. What is common to the science-bases of
modernly informed physics/ metaphysics/ psychology is that being is not a state but is a
process of becoming.
“All categories of thought are processes of a piece. Transformational process essentially
characterizes soul/ substance on a continuing basis. The God of St. John of Damascus
(the Sea of infinite Substance) is transformationally experienced in hypostatic connection
to creation. In the personal process of "becoming" human, individual life reveals aspects
of the divine…
“The inauthentic dogmatism of authoritarianism, rigidified in the absolutist presumption,
is a fixation that misconstrues divinity and defrauds the human person and societal
institutions of their inherent authenticity. Fetters of inauthenticity need to be exposed and

removed if the social potential for human fulfillment is to be realized; also, the arrogance
of patriarchy toward male-female mutuality must be exposed and its violence stopped…
“Divine revelation is happening today through the agencies of modern consciousness…
The Church branches its global umbrage from the continuity of Earth-life's deep-past to
its present expanse. Each person is a leaf on the "Poetree", a page of lifework…As
victims of inauthenticity and victimizers of authenticity we need to confess our sin and
witness to a personal change of heart (metanoia) away from ingrained inauthenticity so
those who follow after can look to our personal work and word with faith and hope, and
find the Godly inspiration they seek; by this inspiration they too might live their own lives
more authentically, and sustain and advance wisdom's inheritance of the ages, namely,
the revealed Graces of Faith, Hope and Love greening Eden's Lifework Poetree.

THEOGENESIS
Quantum Theology
NATURAL THEOLOGY
“Can there be authentic theology that is not "natural?" Nature doesn't deceive theology,
nor does [true]…theology lie about nature. Since theology is about…understanding…the creation/ Creator relationship…natural/ divine relationship is misunderstood and
misstated except humans get nature right. Life's link to God is through and in nature…
Quantum science is humankind's window into the essential continuity of the cosmos…
into divinity. Spirituality (theological consciousness) relates to nature as soul relates to
substance…
“Religion (theology) that makes God a “sugar daddy”, who can be manipulated by selfobsessed children, is religion that puts God to the test; it childishly toys with God. It is
time for theology to grow up, for humankind to stop childish toying with God. Its time that
we mature religiously…
“…any number of issues…relate to manipulative theology. Not the least of which is…
nature's "tough love"… i.e., nature's way of exacting retribution for human misbehavior.
How, for example, does the overload of interventionist technology impact ecology and on
human populations, and how does overload impact on network life? How might human
overload of nature be curtailed so as not to destroy irreparably life’s essential networks?
The answers hang over the future.

Forward [From Book Seven “Wisdom’s Choice”]
“Scriptures have Jesus telling Peter that he is the rock (petrus) upon which he (Jesus)
will build his Church. Leadership succession of institutional Catholicism claims to
continue in [the popes].
“Rocks and crystals, substances of mountains, solid as they seem, are charged batteries
of electron-dynamics. Human ingenuity is discovering that "solid-state" electronics are
effective in communication (witness the technological explosion of solid-state "chips"

giving power to modern computers). The technology of electronics is quantum-different
from the technology of electricity; the latter is harsh, high voltage, whereas, the former is
soft, low voltage. The energy analogy is useful in illustrating the potential to defuse the
destructive polarities of culture, for it suits not just as metaphor but as fact with respect
to cyber realities and micro-causes that escalate into macro-fields and warring polarities.
“The brain of old Church is high voltage, hard-wired in hierarchical (serial) linearity,
whereas, new Church theology is open to soft-wiring in the parallel grids of the cortical
brain. Blind obedience to hard-wired instincts doesn't work in today's culture. Quantum
Cosmology, Quantum Philosophy and Quantum Theology establish the edification-bases
upon which new Church can structure a quantum leap up from hard wiring of old-brain
instincts to the softer intuitions (process-religion) of new intuitional openness.
“The signs of the times remove any doubt that the hyper-charged polarities of dogma, of
absolutism, cause the release of discharge-spikes—lightning flashes—that burn out the
channels of communication. When electronic soft-wiring is exposed to hot spikes it is
zapped—melted down. Earth-life's network continues to be zapped by the lightning
discharges of institutional power hype.
“Entropy is globally accelerating from the dead-shorts of hyped polarity; the subtle
potentials of life are made dysfunctional by the macro discharges. Cultured in male
traditions of dominion and greed, the modern version of the golden rule is "do unto
others before they do it unto you". In ignorance and arrogance, a "religious" animus
trashes and crashes faith, hope and love.
“The root sin of professionalism is destructive arrogance—calculated elitism. The state
of network life now is such that environmental insult spares not even the eagle's nest,
literally and figuratively. The arrogant appropriation of nature is a violation of priesthood.
Human failure to nurture nature wastes natural intelligence and victimizes the innocent
and the guilty with disease and waste. Healing begins with the admission of our violent
arrogance—beginning with priesthood—that is, with the admission of male-arrogated
alienation and of the need for non-discriminate restoration of priesthood's holy mission to
natural body and nurtural soul.
“The Book of Nature is still the original book of divine revelation — to read it is to
discover the divine at work. Arbitrary portioning of divine favor and disfavor is not in the
Creator/ creation relationship. Experience of divine impartiality is in the divine/ natural
law of reciprocity; natural laws of cause-and-effect express divine law in the cosmos…
“The God of creation is soft-wired in the subtleties of space/ time qualifications;
diversification [dissipates] electrical harshness…the parceling of energy by electronexchange/ sharing in atoms and molecules. Network life depends wholly on the microsubtlety of "soft-energy", as do human wellbeing and consciousness. God [hides in the
quantum subtlety of] micro intensions until the fullness of time reveals…divine intention.
“God is quintessentially present in the grace-potentials of the electron-clouds of hard
rocks. Except for soft energy, intelligence/ emotion and consciousness/ conscience are
reduced to ash. Jesus rebuffed Peter for his grandiose brashness. Our idolatrous fix on
"orthodox" absolutism, on institutional kingdom building, is blind to the relativity that
essentially qualifies and quantifies subjects/objects. In transubstantial nature, [in Eucharistic necessity], all soon enough turns to ash without the help of mindless obsession…

“THEOGENESIS, Quantum Theology…engage[s] human consciousness in…discovery of
God hidden in the quiet, the small; we are perishing from exposure to the gross god
driving the delusions of our passionate obsessions. The "revelation" as to which god/
God is purposeful to wellbeing, is manifest in signs of the times and so is the directive of
personal conscience.

“Discover God's face—now and in the future—as "Word revealing" for today is the day of
God's revelation in Eartheology. Natural order is Scripture's open page where revelation
happens for those who have eyes to see.
“Natural grace is sound grounding. Nurture that disregards natural grace produces
disturbed grounding. The tree rooted in disturbed grounding is a disturbed tree; the fruit
of a disturbed tree is disturbed fruit. Greed and our arrogance-induced disturbance are
deeper than we realize. Soil is salve for insight—the very soul/ substance of our being.
“From Earth-dust we arise, in it we subsist, and to it we return. But because of our …
arrogance we treat our substance like "dirt", we demean our very own being and we
suffer collectively from the sacrilege…
“It is for the People Church to witness God in authentic, participatory nurture of nature.
The transubstantiation of word/ work is more than corporate stewardship, it is the
hypostatic, divine connection in/ with enfleshed soul/ substance .In religious expectation
and action we must be faithful to divine impartiality. The remedy for corporate arrogance
and elitism is…local/ global whole-making of fragmented learning, sustaining the webs of
continuity, and, the respectful affirmation, in word and work, of equal human worth and
right.
“Trinitarian vision engages the whole of human consciousness in the discovery of the
divine. The animate dialogue of communication/ consciousness/ conscience allows that
with always fresh eyes, faith, hope and love are ever revisioned to deal with contextual
realities. May our blindness discover healing enfleshed in salvific balm joining Earth
Ground and Eartheology.

“Wisdom's Inspiration is the free flight of Arrow Truth, A Comfort to the Disturbed,
but a Disturbance to the Comfortable.
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QUANTUM POETICS
The Rhythms of the Spheres
Life's complexity is a rhythmic inheritance,
word-harmony of original gravity,
wave-characteristic of first fiery undulations
emanating from singularity's dense center.
Communication is harmonic dialogue of wave/ particle,
mass and masslessness.
Harmonics are weave of word-rhythm,
bond-edification of experience and evolution,
taut threads of inherency and coherency.
Amplifications of least constellations
resonate sounding chords of greatest.
Intensional inherency of quantum harmonics
is intentional love's premonition.
Quantum Poetics is more than metaphor, it is
Word working—evidence of collaboration in fine-tuned
Micro cosmic edifications of subatomic particles,
constitutive constellations of light-tensioned dust.
The conscious human is a vibrant, melodic
organization of symbiotic, conscious strand complexes
intensionally communalized.
Individually, we like least live creatures are poetic
trademark renderings of cosmic harmony,
Love's intention.
So, where do we go wrong?

